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Win a signed Rugby World Cup Team Jersey and Ball 
Facebook/Instagram Promotion 

Terms and Conditions  

AU res 18+ only. Between 12.01am (AEDT) 11/10/23 & 11.59pm (AEDT) 18/10/23, visit 
instagram.com/asahisuperdry_au or facebook.com/asahisuperdryaustralia, locate the 

Promoter's comp. post & click on the link to fill out entry form incl. answering, 'What is your 
favourite Rugby World Cup 2023 moment so far?'. The 2 best answers as judged by 
Promoter (based on creativity & inspiration) will win. All decisions are final & no 
correspondence will be entered into. Max 1 entry per person. This is a game of skill; chance 
plays no part in selecting winners. 2 prizes:  each a RWC Team Jersey & Asahi Super Dry 
Rugby Ball (both signed by Eddie Jones), total value of $300ea. Winners notified by private 
message. Auto generated entries or use of multiple phone 
no's/emails/addresses/aliases/social media accounts will be disqualified. Promoter may 
copy/amend your entry & may use (or allow others to use) your entry & any rights in relation to 
your entry, to publicise this competition or for any other purpose. If this competition cannot run 
as planned for any reason beyond the Promoter's control, e.g. due to software, hardware or 
communications issues, unauthorised intervention, tampering, fraud or technical failure, 
government directives, a pandemic, public health orders & the like, the Promoter may end, 
change, suspend or cancel the competition or disqualify affected entries/entrants. Competition 
not sponsored/endorsed/administered by/associated with Facebook/Instagram. You are 
providing your info to Promoter not to Facebook/Instagram. You completely release 
Facebook/Instagram from any & all liability. Entrants will get future marketing from Promoter. 
See www.asahi.com.au/privacy for privacy statement. Promoter: Asahi Beverages Pty Ltd 
(ABN 51 004 243 994). 

Reduced mins for Social Media 

AU res 18+. Ends 11.59pm AEDT 18/10/23. Best answers win. Max 1 entry p/person. See 
www.cubpromos.com.au/conditions for full Ts&Cs inc. privacy statement. 
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